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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
PROBLEM
The design and exeoution of a ceramic mural for location
on the oampus of the Rochester Institute of Technology
at a location selected by the author.
AIM
To explore the possibilities in the design of a mural with
clay as a medium and to investigate the inherent qualities
of clay, engobes and glazes.
APPROACH
3he design and exeoution of the mural will be through
experimentation of medium, and through drawings and models
based upon concepts of individual expression rather than
historical. A creative, and fresh approach is hoped for.
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INTRODUCTION
The decoration of walls by man in his environment
has expressed his desire for creativity throughout
history. From hieroglyphics in ancient Egypt to the
great variety of techniques and materials used by
artists and craftsmen for contemporary walls today.
Art has expressed religious, social and historical
customs and traditions.
Until the Twentieth Century, applied art or embellishment
had been integrated with architecture. Greek pediments,
Byzantine mosaics and Gothic sculpture were the result
of collaboration, and though the artist remained
anonymous, his work expressed the idealism of his
culture. Due largely to the changes in technique,
architectural design became dictated by industrial
production, and the artist strived for more individual
artistic expression. Content had become important.
Though architecture remains the embodiment of all
the arts, collaboration of architect and artist is
not as significant as it once was. The architect
today attempts to create a personal artistic expression
with each structure he designs. Decoration is
unnecessary. A building can be endowed with a great
variety of art forms as selected by the architect.
Art is placed in a building rather than as a part
of the structure itself. A mural, which is hung or
embedded on a wall is a medium that can effectively
be incorporated in architecture, yet of such scale
that it does not become subserviant to its space or
enclosure. Thus, art and the art of architecture can
become integrated once again -rith each artist
striving for a manifestation of his own principles.
The execution of a mural, therefore, was intended
to create an artistic expression in and of itself
without becoming embellishment. Because the
completed mural would be the property of the Institute
and installed in a campus building, a location was
selected which would be the most satisfactory in terms
of position, vision and lighting. It was not felt to be
necessary to decorate or compliment an existing space.
Before selecting a wall, a general idea as to approach
was decided upon, that is, a solid, rectilinear design
without background, rather than a fragmented or
open design in which the surface of the wall would
require consideration.
The wall selected, on the second floor of the classroom
building at 50 Nest Main Street, was most desirable
because the murals position would be such that the
edges would be defined at the return in the corridors.
"fith the planar envelopment of ceiling and floor, the
mural would be as if free standing. The partial floor
plan on the following page shows the position of the
mural related to the other walls. This frame of
space at either side, and ceiling and floor suggested
a solid rectilinear design to be more successful.
The mural would be viewed primarily by traffic in
the corridor to the right. As approaching the mural,
it would not be seen fully until reaching the large
space in front of the mural. This area, 27 feet by
17 feet is ample room for viewing while moving or
pausing in the space.
The existing lighting, as indicated on the floor plan,
is flush mounted fluorescent fixtures, and produces a
well lighted space though one fixture directly in front
of the wall and to the left, high lights the portion of
wall directly beneath it. This -:as seriously considered
in the design process to exphasize shade and shadow
in the surfarse and texture of the mural.
mural
light fixtures
TECHNICAL
clay body
With olay as the medium and engobes and glazes as
additives for color and texture, a familiarity with
the materials suggests what can or cannot be done
in form and structure. Familiarity allows also, for
experiment and variation in design and technique.
Clays used for large objects, that is modeling, may
be earthenware, terra cotta or stoneware, the latter
being chosen for this project because of a familiarity
with stoneware. Because the mural was not to be
installed on the exterior of a building, earthenware
or terra cotta could be used, whereas exposure to the
elements would necessitate stoneware. The physical
characteristics in texture and color of stoneware
were desirable as opposed to earthenware.
Although the use of clay for any application requires
proper formulation, it Tras necessary to arrive at a
concept so that the materials could be considered
for their most desirable technical and aesthetio
characteristics.
The size of the mural, 8 feet by 10 feet, did not
present a difficulty because the maximum size of each
section determined by the kiln, was approximately
20 inches by 22 inches. Shrinkage and cracking
therefore, were considered for such an area. Thickness
of 1 to 6 inches was anticipated and required a
clay body which would dry out rapidly without cracking.
The proper body should also fire safely, especially
during the initial stages of heating.
A limitation on size for each section which could be
fired, suggested that clay could be removed from the
back of each section, reducing the overall thickness.
Otherwise, if a large panel could be fired intact,
the tendency for shrinkage and warping during firing
would require a large amount of grog to be added to
the body. The only problem to arise from the absence
of grog -ras during the initial drying period of the
completed mural, when the thinner sections already
shrinking had a tendency to crack, before the completed
mural had been cut into pieces for firing.
Plasticity in a clay body for modeling would be
necessary only for intricate or delicate shapes.
A plastic clay such as ball clay was not added because
the lack of plasticity would produce a rough textured
clay which could be roughened by scraping or smoothed
by rubbing or pressing.
The absence of grog in the body creating the tendency
for warping and cracking could be resolved with a
high percentage of fire clay because of its coarse
texture and refractoriness.
Shrinkage, which continues to occur in each level of
drying and firing, was not considered a problem except
for its contribution to -arping. The total shrinkage
of the 8 foot by 10 foot area was difficult to estimate
or test, therefore shrinkage of 10 per cent was allowed
in the overall dimensions. A variation would not
be critical because the edges of the mural need not
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fit a predetermined dimension. A 6 inch space was
allowed for between the floor and the bottom of the
mural so that washing and waxing of the resilient
floor would not contact the ceramic surface, and
a variabla in shrinkage of more or less than 10 per
cent would make little difference.
Because the mural would be largely unglazed the color
and texture of the fired body was of prime importance.
Variations in formulation and -firing could produce an
almost limitless variety of colors and textures.
Though the use of many different kinds of clay was
possible, it was felt that the use of the available
clays in the Institute would be convenient and would
allow for sufficient variety.
Nith the before mentioned qualities of a clay body
as a direction, a trial and error method of testing
olays was used to examine different colors and textures.
Many were altered with the addition of inerts.
Sawdust was used as an ingrdient to create a less
dense body which when burned out would have a higher
weight to volume ratio. The surface quality was
porous, but little difference in coloring of the
body Tras noticed. Another additive, silica sand, was
added to the bodies tested specifically to create
a coa.rse, rough surface.
The open surface texture produced by the use of sawdust
and silica sand is not as desirable as a close, dense
surface for the fit of engobes or glazes. Though the
fit of a glaze as well as other glaze flaws is not as
critical for a mural as could be for a pot, this
observation is noted for other possible applications.
The following table contains the clay body formulaes
tested with an evaluation of each. All tests were
fired at cone 9 and in a reduction atmosphere.
Formula number 9 was selected as the clay body
to be used.
TABLE 1 - CLAY BODIES
FORMULA COLOR TEXTURE PLASTICITY
1 clinchfield spar 15 grey smooth excellant
Jordan 40 buff dense
Kty. special ball 40
kaolin 20
red art 20
grog 20
2 bainbridge spar 15 grey w/ rough fair
jord?n 40 black
Kty. special ball 40 specks
gold art 20
N.A. fire clay 20
red grog 10
3 Kty. fire clay #4
Kty. fire clay #6
elbrook spar
red art
60
30
10
50
brown smooth good
4 #3 body
. fire clay 50
brown course good
5 N.A. fire clay
red art
Jordan
grog
10
10
10
5
brown rough fair
6 #5 body
barnard clay 5
black rough fair
7 Missouri fire clay 60 white smooth excellant
Tenn. ball #5 20
goldart 20
8 .Missourif re clay 60
red art 20
Jordan 20
brown smooth excellant
N.A. fire clay 60
red art 20
Jordan 20
xrown rough
course
good
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North American fire clay, manufactured by North
American Refractories, Cleveland, Ohio, is a
refractory clay lacking in plasticity. It burns
to a buff oolor because of its lack of iron. It
can be used by itself for modeling large pieces, and
adds roughness or tooth to the body.
Jordan is a very plastic stoneware clay manufactured
by United Clay Mines, Trenton, New Jersey. It
vitrifies at 1200 and is a dark grey oolor in reduction
firing. The addition of Jordan clay to the body
provided the proper amount of plasticity and also
increased the density or hardness of the fired body.
Red art, an earthenware clay comes from deposits in
Ohio and is processed by Cedar Height Clay Co, Oak
Hill, Ohio. Its addition to the body was for oolor.
Because of its iron content, at cone 9 reduction,
it becomes dark brown with a slight sheen.
engobes
After selecting the most desirable clay body it
was tested with a variety of slips to change the
color and add to the surface quality. From the
resulting palette of color the slips used on the
mural were selected. Though a large variety of
slips were tested, only two were used in the final
design. This was not due to the color possibilities
but rather, to further refinement in concept and design.
The table to follow used the same coloring oxides
and clay bodies, but with different engobe composition.
The first used Jordan clay as its base since 20 per
cent of the clay body was Jordan and the second, used
a composition as derived by Daniel Rhodes in Clay And
Glazes For The Potter. The latter seemed more
desirable because of its ability to cling to the body
during shrinking and more complete vitrification.
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TABLE 11 - ENGOBES
COLORING OXIDE COLOR
iron oxide 2# tan
iron oxide % brown
iron oxide lOfo dark brown
iron chromate 1$ light tan
cobalt oxide 1% medium blue
cobalt oxide l%> dark blue
copper oxide & light brown
tin-vandium 10^ medium green
manganese dioxide 6<fo blue brown
rutile 6$> tan
iron oxide l$> black
cobalt oxide Zfi
manganese dioxide 2^o
BASE ONE BASE TNO
kaolin 25 Jordan clay
Term, ball clay 25
bainbridge spar 20
flint 20
zircopax 5
borax 5
ENGOBES USED
cobalt oxide l* blue
flint 55 white
Kty. special ball 15
bainbridge spar 15
frit 3110 10
opax 6
bentonite 6
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glaze
The glaze used on the mural had already been formulated
and used to glaze pottery. It is a very dependable
glaze and suitable for the mural having chosen to
fire the body at cone 9 reduction.
Below is the formula for the glaze which is referred
to as F-62. Further discussion as to the selection
of this color will be found in the following section.
kaolin 125
kingman spar 175
whiting 125
flint 25
barium carbonate 50
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PROCEDURE
design
As stated in section 1 the mural was concieved as
an artistic expression in and of itself without serving
as decoration or embellishment. Several ideas were
concieved, and through drawings were explored and
evaluated, each in terms of its environment, i.e.
lighting, spacial sequence and scale. In the drawings
there was a concern for shapes as delineated by lines
where the mural would be cut into sections for firing.
An attempt was made to integrate this pattern as part
of the linear design.
Though drawings facilitate an immediate exploration
in form, proportion and order, it became apparent
that a limitation existed in percieving shade and
shadow, and three-dimensional shape in relief.
Rendering of texture, also was limited.
Forking from the sketches, models in clay at l/5 scale
were modeled and the concepts developed further.
At this scale the technique of creating texture was
easily explored and a variety of patterns with tooling,
pressing and scraping was attempted. The degree of
relief at first was rather low and seemed a minor
development from the drawings. The limitation
in the size of section which could be fired became
inhibiting and wa3 ignored, because the possible
difficulty in handling the sections before firing
suggested that even smaller pieces should be cut.
The clay body selected for the mural was used in the
models and each was fired with slips and glazes.
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approach
forking on a near vertical surface seemed more
functional than a horizontal surface such as a
floor. The labor involved would be eased by working
erect and the design could be seen easier as it was
executed.
An easel was constructed as shown below with an incline
of 15 to prevent clay from falling away from the
surface. "Because the construction grade, plywood
would no* be water resistent, it was given three coats
of shellac, burlap was then stapled and tacked to the
plywood securing it as taute as possible. Later,
removing the leather hard clay, the staples proved to
be inadequate, as they were pulled from the plywood.
Carpet tacks are more suitable.
a JL
w sr
1x6-12'
2x4-10 '
2x4-18"
4x8x3/4"
plywood 15
2x3-12^'
2x4-3 '
elevation 16 section
A large sheet of Visqueen plastic was tacked along the
top of the easel and was used to cover the wet clay
when no work was being done.
A small table was constructed and used while working
on the higher portions of the mural.
To transfer the design of the mural as accurately as
possible, a grid of 12 inch by 12 inch squares was
drawn on a sketch of the design. This grid was then
drawn on the burlap surface of the easel, using a
carpenters chalk snap-line. The 10 per cent to allow
for shrinkage was added to each square, making each
134- inches rather than 12 inches. The design was then
drawn on the burlap; with dimensions of 8 feet-10 inches
high and 11 feet wide.
Because the heavier portions of the mural could possibly
pull away from the burlap or slip on the inclined
surface, 1 inch by 2 inch wood strips, 2 feet long were
nailed to the easel to shelve the weight of the thicker
areas. A bevel was cut along one surface of the wood
strips so that the shrinking clay would not bind
to the wood, but would be able to slip on the beveled
surface.
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Shellac was not painted on these strips and when
the leather hard sections were pulled from the
burlap, it was difficult to break the bond between
the clay and the untreated wood.
Estimating the amount of clay to be required was
based on the cubio feet of area with an average
4 inch thickness; a cubic foot of clay weighing
approximately 100 pounds. Then the clay body was
prepared. The dry weight volume of clay used on the
mural was:
North American fire clay 1,200 pounds
Jordan clay 400 pounds
red art clay 400 pounds;
The prepared clay filled 10 twenty-gallon galvanized
cans, and was then transported to the area where
the mural was executed.
From the model it was seen that the minimum thickness
or least amount of relief was at the bottom and
center while the maximum thickness or greatest amount
of relief was the area at the top and center. The
clay was applied first at the bottom and in the
center of the design and progressed upward until this
third of the mural was oomplete. This then, established
the relative thickness of the day for the areas
to the left and right. Consideration was given to
the fact that over a period of time, in this case
two weeks, the technique to be used could vary since
the textures were hoped to have a quality of spontaneity.
By working the center area first rather than starting
at one side, any variation in approach would not be
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quite so obvious. The left side of the mural was
completed next, and then the right. Last to be
done was the slab construction and the sections
with the texture from the burlap. The clay was
applied by throwing the clay on the easel, in some
areas using slabs whioh were cut or rolled on
burlap to achieve texture. Other areas were modeled
by hand and scraped with blocks of wood or scrapers.
Texture was also achieved by applying large
slabs rolled on burlap.
Slightly wetter clay was used in the beginning to
compensate for the drying during the building
process and to, because of the thinness of the bottom
sections. Nater and damp burlap were applied
occasionly to keep the moisture content relatively
even throughout the over all area.
After the slips were painted on the leather hard
surfaces, the mural was cut into sections for firing.
A template of the actual area of kiln shelf was
useful in checking the sizes to insure their fitting
into the kiln. Several sections were bisected
further where their handling seemed difficult. Then,
the leather hard sections were removed one at a time
and the clay scraped from the back leaving an average
thickness of 3/4 inch. Most pieces were left with
ribs crossing at the center to prevent the face
from sagging in firing, and stiffening the walls
during handling. The bottom sections were removed
first because of their tendency to dry more rapidly.
Then the remaining sections were removed, beginning
at the top of the mural.
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firing
As mentioned before the kiln size and method of
firing determined to a large extent the design and
sectioning of the mural. Because the mural was
constructed in a different location than the kiln,
it was necessary to transport the sections by truck.
To prevent breakage, the sections were kept leather
hard for moving allowing some flexibility that
completely dry sections would not have. Approximately
^ of the sections at a time were packed 'in cardboard
boxes with newspaper and transported to the kiln
room where the/ were placed in a hot box for at least
seven days.
Glaze was painted on the proper sections just before
placing them in the kiln. Other than a few rectilinear
sections which were fired standing on their edge,
all pieces were fired laying flat and on rollers.
Where a cone 9 firing would usually require a
bisque firing first, it was not felt necessary with
"the mural because of the very little handling
necessary for glaze application, consequently, the
sections were fired once at a very slow rate.
Below is a typical time schedule with the time
to reach the increased temperatures.
Time Temperature
4 hours
300
18 hours 900
22 hours
1200
28 hours i?00^
43 hours 2200
46 hours
2380a
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installation
Many techniques have been used for the installation
of murals, each usually developed to suit the
particular surface or material of the wall. Such
was the case with the wall chosen here. The
surfaoe is not flush because of a 3/4" difference
between the surface of the concrete block and a
reinforced concrete column. It was necessary to
build a-Tay from the wall so that a flush surface
would back the ceramic.
The method used and described in the following
illustration was selected for its ease of mounting
the sections to the surface, i.e. on a horizontal
surface and lifted in place rather than on the
vertical surface where the adhesive and weight of
sections would be difficult to handle. The mural
could also be moved and reinstalled with a minimum
of difficulty.
After the fired mural was fitted together more
accurate dimensions were determined to construct
the plywood panels. Three panels were used to
facilitate ease of erection and ease of mobility
if it need be moved. Each plywood sheet, 3 foot
3 inches by 8 foot 0 inches was glued to 3 - 2 x 2
ribs which extended beyond each end 4 3/4 inches,
using 6 - 2j inch wood screws for each rib. Besides
the 2x2 ribs being used to anchor to the wall
they were necessary to stiffen the plywood as it
and the ceramic sections were lifted in place.
Securing the sections to the plywood presented
difficulty in selecting the proper adhesive.
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It was necessary to have considerable strength
because of the weight and also many sections warped
such that the surface did not completely touch the
plywood. Epoxy resins were considered because of
their strength, but not all were recommended for
bonding to wood, though a small wire mesh could be
nailed to the wood then bond to the glue. The
most desirable seemed to be epoxy paste containing
a grout and commonly used as a filler for auto
body repair. Variation in shrinkage and warping
of sections created a less preoise fit between
sections thus exposing whatever supporting surface
would be used. Epoxy resins and epoxy paste were
either colorless or light grey and would not be
compatible with the ceramic color where exposed
in the joints. Filling the joint with grout was
considered but discarded because of the difficulty
in doing so where many were not easily accessible.
The unfilled joint with a dark surface behind the
ceramic was considered best. But, painting or
staining the plywood might inhibit the bond of
glue to wood therefore the glue itself needed to
be dark in color. An epoxy adhesive for setting
ceramic tiles for use in buildings was used. It
is a black two part epoxy resin compound which
has a working period of an hour and a half and
hardens in 16 hours. Its trade name is U-Poxy and
is manufactured by the Upco Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
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Small steel angles were secured to the wall with
i"
rawl plug anchor bolts in the mortor joints
of the concrete block. They were predrilled
to recieve the 2x2 ribs which when set in place
and in line were drilled and two -J-" carriage bolts
were inserted.
Trim of 3/4" hardwood was nailed to the ribs at
the top and bottom of the mural and also vertically
on either edge between the ceramic .and the wall.
TTTft
^+* m 11 '
wall
2"
x 2" ribs
ceramic mural
V
.1
it
3/4" wood trim
steel angle on wall
2" x 2" ribs
3/4"plywood
wood trim
base
CONCEPT
The mural, as stated in section one, was
concieved as a personal artistic expression,
abstract and subjective. To the viewer it may
have a variety of expression. I titled it
ALLEGORY, which itself refers to metaphor, image,
and resemblance.
Clay, plastic and wet, fluid and organic becomes
a fixed element changed by purpose, altered
through texture, form and color. Texture, fluid
and spontaneous made rigid. Colors achieved
artifically with slips and accidentally by the
transformation by fire are unified but dissimiliar
in source.
The composition, symmetrical about two a axes,
was not expressly stated. Positive and negative
in relief or composition was implied without
definition. Implied contrast or metaphor being
color, shade and shadow, or sequence.
Form, positive and negative, simillar but opposite-',
organic and rigid suggests resemblance and identity.
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